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Multiple sequence alignment (MSA): 

Why?

• Pair-wise alignment can concluded that there is probably
a functional relationship between the two sequences.

• If it is known that there is a functional similarity amongst• If it is known that there is a functional similarity amongst
a number of sequences, then we can use MSA to find out
where the similarity comes from.

• It extract biologically important information (widely
dispersed sequence similarities) that can give biologist
hints about the evolutionary history of certain sequences.



Why we do multiple alignments?

– Active site residues are under evolutionary pressure
to maintain their functional integrity and undergo
very fewer mutations than less functionally
important amino acids.

– MSA is used to study closely related genes or– MSA is used to study closely related genes or
proteins in order to find the evolutionary
relationships between genes.

– It identify shared patterns among functionally or
structurally related genes.

– It is used characterize protein families and
determine the consensus sequence of several aligned
sequences.



lnk_rat
crk1_mouse
nck_human
ht16_hydat
pip5_human
fer_human
1ab2
1mil

Example: part of an alignment of SH2 domains from 14 sequences

Example  of multiple alignment

1mil
1blj
1shd
1lkkA
1csy
1bfi
1gri

* conserved identical residues
:  conserved similar residues



Structure comparison, modelling

Hierarchical function annotation: 
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Phylogenetic studies
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Central role of multiple alignments

Interaction networks

Human genetics, SNPs

Therapeutics, drug discovery

Therapeutics, drug design
DBD
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binding sites / mutations
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Multiple Alignment Method
• Compare all sequences pair-wise.
• Perform cluster analysis on the pair-wise data to generate

a hierarchy for alignment.
• This may be in the form of a binary tree or a simple

ordering.
• Build the multiple alignment by first aligning the most• Build the multiple alignment by first aligning the most

similar pair of sequences, then the next most similar pair
and so on.

• Once an alignment of two sequences has been made,
then this is fixed.





Most popular MSA tool: Clustalw 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw)

• Both progressive global and local alignments 

can be done in ClustalW. 

• The user has the option to control parameters 

to make the best alignments (e.g., word size, 

matrix, gap open, extension, etc.). 



Clustalw/ClustalO

• It also provides two phylogenetic trees, a cladogram

(equal length of branched tree showing common

ancestry) or a phylogram (unequal length of

branched tree showing evolutionary distances).

• Alignment can be further edited using the Jalview 

program (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/jalview).

• The main challenges for MSA is to handle growing 

data set sizes of nucleic acid and proteins. 







Scoring of MSA :Entropy score

• Define frequencies for the occurrence of each 

letter in each column of multiple alignment

– pA = 1, pT=pG=pC=0 (1st column)

– pA = 0.75, pT = 0.25, pG=pC=0 (2nd column)– pA = 0.75, pT = 0.25, pG=pC=0 (2nd column)

– pA = 0.50, pT = 0.25, pC=0.25 pG=0 (3rd column)

• Compute entropy of each column
AAA
AAA
AAT
ATC



Entropy: Example

Best case

Worst case



Entropy of an Alignment: Example

column entropy:
-( pAlogpA + pClogpC + pGlogpG + pTlogpT)

•Column 1 = -[1*log(1) + 0*log0 + 0*log0 +0*log0]
= 0A A A = 0

•Column 2 = -[(1/4)*log(1/4) + (3/4)*log(3/4) + 0*log0 + 0*log0] 
= -[ (1/4)*(-2) + (3/4)*(-.415) ] = +0.811

•Column 3 = -[(1/4)*log(1/4)+(1/4)*log(1/4)+(1/4)*log(1/4) +(1/4)*log(1/4)] 
= 4* -[(1/4)*(-2)] = +2.0

•Alignment Entropy = 0 + 0.811 + 2.0 = +2.811

A A A

A C C

A C G

A C T
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Thank you.Thank you.
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